PREF.A.C1
Ca�crinus' work, � Principles of the Science of Mining !!!s! Salt Mining, which was published in twelve volumes between the years 1773 and 1791 in Frankfurt, Germany, was the first attempt to organize and coordinate the existing mir.eralogical, ge�logic, and engineering knowledge of its day into a comprehensive tome of applied technology, It was translated into Russian, and parts of it into French, and was considered the most complete standard work of reference at the time, The mineral cancrinite has been named in his honor (n, 817).
The value of this work lies not in its scientific content, The basic concepts are Aristotilian, and ma�y of the data and concepts are out of cate and erroneous; however, the work does show the state of the art for that particular period, This interval was during the transition !'rnm ancient S;)ience to the beginnings of modern science, and the beg�ing of the inJustrial revolution,
Dalton
had not yet proposed the atomic theory of matter, Priestley's discovery of OX)�en, and Lavoisier's overthrow of the phlogiston theory took place at about this time, Thus, the work portrays the technical level of science (and indirectly the teaching of science) at the very end of the era preceding the age of modern science. As such it can be an important lan�rk, or sample, for the detailed study of the history of science,
The historian tends to examine those works of the past that have played a major role in shaping the progress of civilization, Therefore, the scientific works which t�me has �hown to be significant in the development of modern thought are stud5.ed in detail, while lesser works are largely ignored, Yet, as one can see by reading this work of Cancrinus, the importance of these works which wei'(· destined to change the course of scientific history was not necessarilJ' recognized qy the average scientist or technologist of the time;
the products of many of Cancrin • s outstanding contemiJoraries appear to have beer. unkn�. to him or at least largely ignored, Thus the work of Cancrinu� shows not the frontiers of the science of this age, but the basic view of a perso� of go�� scientific education of this period, A work, such as this, provides an eye-opening contrast when considered ir. conjunction with thos� works of his nowadays better known contemporar�es, and with those publications which followed only a few years later, As we read Werner, for instance, we fee: that we are reading a quaint, but more or less familiar work of science, To read Cancrin' s "Mineralogy", is to enter a different world, Aristotle's Greece with cvert.:>nes "f modernism, This sharp contrast dramatically emphasizes the importance of those work.; which did change our understanding; of natu:rf', and clearly shows that this narrow interval of time was one of great and rapid change in the course of scientific development, The stude�t of history of science can gain a greater understanding and insight into these times f�om the reading of an actual text written at that period than he could by 1-ea .... ing about them, Moreover, students of older German literature may enco��ter obsolete or ambiguous mir.eralogical and ge�logical terrr . s which may be clarified by referral to contemporary scientific publications, T�ose interested in economics and economic theory and those interested in sociology will find in the work a small but vivid insight into the life of mining people, and some economic and political views which provided a base for more extended and formally presented theories and philosophies of the newly born industrial era, It is, perhaps, not pure coincidence that Adam Smith's classic, The Wealth of Nations , was published shortly thereaf-�er (1776),
Inspite of the earlier work of Boyle (1627-1691) establishing a more modern concept of elements, the ghost of Aristotle with his four elements appears to shade the interpl'Eltaticns made concerning the constituents of the minerals considel'E!d in this volume, Mol'E!over, there are at places hints of alchemical leanings (Paragraph 521); although these may be due mel'E!ly to Cancrin's phraseology rather than phil�sophy, Certainly, the differentiation between simple mixing and chemical co�bination is not clearly l'E!cognized or expl'Elssed (Paragraph 521), This work, somewhat predating that of Lavoisier, demonstrates dramatically the difficulties and problems which the study of materials presented to those who lacked basic knowledge nf the mechanism of oxidation and the natul'E! of heat, We might note here that Cancrinus' foreword, written in 1772, pl'Eldates Priestley's discovery of oxygen by two years; and Dalton's atomic theory was not to come upon the scene until 1803, Today's mineralogist, l'E!ading the work, will find many terms applied to a single mineral which are now known to represent ver:r differer:t and distinct materials, Paragraph 490 provides a good example, Hel'El "blende" can be recognized clearly from its properties as sphalerite, The text also calls it pitchblende and hornblende, The former is now recognized as an ore of uranium, the latter one of the amphiboles, The association of assorted gem minerals, especially the diamon�, with quartz (Paragraph 202) illustrates clearly the poor statt3 of chemical mineralogy at the time, Moreover, no distL�ction is made between regoliths, rocks, minerals, fossils, and artifacts, A 3triking illustration of this is seen in Paragraphs 275 -290, The association of fossil ivory and t-L:-quoise in Paragraph 315 deserves notic•3,
The paleontologist, likewise, will puzzle over many of the descriptions, Not unexpectedly, one finds cephalopod fossils classed as �nails, crinoids grouped as "worms", corals and sponges considered plants, and crocodiles called aMphibians (Paragraphs 327 -J29, 323, 281, 321).
Cancrinus, with Gennan thoroughness, describes geodes, concretions, and even mineralized material within plant ani animal bodies, Hurnan gall stones, bladder stones, and kidney stones not surprisingly are mentioned; but what in the world are "stones of nying dragons" (Paragraph 35G) ?
In translating, we have tried to preserve the navor of Cancrinus' speech in so far as grammatical differences and precision :!.n meaning would permit; thus some paragraphs are translatP-d more literal�r than others. As we worked this, we tried to allow the author's perso1�lity to shine through the translatio� as clearly as it was revealed in the original, Certain aspects of his char�cter can be glimpsed and surmised as one reads the dedication, preface, and side remarks (Paragraph 221). Other aspects are revealed by the method of organization and presentation of his material, His "subsequently they shall be described more thoroughly" became a source of amusen:ent to the translators; but statements like. "the :imprints of leaves show up at the surface of stones as impressions of leaves fr.:>m trees and plants" (Paragraph 290) and "petrified leaves are leaves from plants and trees which became petrified" (Paragraph 295) made us feel a sympathetic embarrassment,
We are most greatly indebted to Dr. George W, Wh5.te, Research Professor emeritus, of the Department of Geology, University cf illinois at Urbana Champaign, whose critical reading, comments, valuable suggestions, andperhaps even most important -encouragement have resulted in this annotated work, which was presented originally as merel,y an unannotated translation,
We also wish to record here our appreciation to Dr. Albert Carozzi, Professor of Geology, Geology Depar�ment of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Cnampaign, for the practical tips and good advice on annotating he gave us, when he generously took several hours away from an especially busy day to meet us in Dr, White's office, We a� also grateful to the University of Tennessee at Martin which provided three hundred dollars from their "minigrant" program to cover expenses of interlibrary loans, xeroxing, and typing supplies. Sincere thanks too are extended to Misses Margaret Weaver and Doris Sloan of the U,T.M, Library staff who through their dedicated efforts in locating important references and obtaining interlibrary loan materials, grea�ly mitigated the disadvantages, difficulties, and frustrations inherent•in conducting such research from a small�r university with limited library a· cquisitions, Among others whose friendly cooperation and assistance deserve mention are Mrs, Harriet W, Wallace, Geology Librarian, University of illinois; Dr, Hemann Seidel, Director of the Library of the Technical College at Cologne, West Germany; Jim Coombs and Charles G, Whitlow for obtainir.g xerox copies of difficult-to-obtain references, Finally we wish to thank a former teacher of the senior author, Dr, Cecil J. Schneer, Professor of Geology at the University of New Hampshire, for his suggestion to submit the work for publication in the GSA micro-print series,
